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Sundowner Adds the XL Deck Over to the Utility Lineup
Coleman, OK - - - Sundowner introduced their first gooseneck utility trailer, the XL Deck Over Series, a natural next step to the overwhelming popularity of their lineup of versatile bumper pull utility trailers. The all aluminum XL Deck Over is designed and built to fully
accommodate the hauling needs of individuals at serious work or play. It’s at home on the farm, picking up supplies from the feed
store or your new equipment from the tractor dealership. You’ll be more than pleased if you are hauling your cars from the auction, a
tractor or a load of sod to your new place, ATVs, Side by Sides, or rock crawlers to a fun destination. The eye appeal, efficiency and
structure are all there and backed up by a warranty that is simply unmatched in the market. Plus, as always customization is invited.
The 25 foot floor deck is eight and a half feet wide with a 12 inch aluminum I-beam frame and neck and three inch channel crossmembers on 12 inch centers. The rub rail comes with stake pockets and the dovetail has two heavy duty flip up ramps. In front
between the gooseneck uprights is a convenient lockable tool box. A step with a grab handle, LED marker and tail lights, dual drop leg
jacks, aluminum wheels and a spare tire all come standard. This tough trailer is carried on two 7000 pound torsion axles with 235 x
16 nitrogen filled radial tires.
Options like added footage, aluminum floor in lieu of 2 x 6 treated wooden floor and additional toolboxes are popular options. But you
can take it a step further with customization to fit your specific needs.
The versatility and durable construction of the XL Deck Over Series partnered with Sundowner’s 3 year hitch to bumper, 8 year structural warranty promises years of worry-free use. It is sure to be the perfect addition to the latest addition to the fastest growing brand
of utility trailers.
To learn more go on line to www.sundownertrailer.com , email info@sundownertrailers.net or call 800-438-4294.

